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	Google Guice: Agile Lightweight Dependency Injection Framework (Firstpress), 9781590599976 (1590599977), Apress, 2008
Guice (pronounced “Juice”) is the Jolt Award winning, 100% Java icing on the cake of Java dependency injection. Unlike other popular DI frameworks such as Spring, Guice fully embraces modern Java language features and combines simplicity with stunning performance and developer–friendliness.
Google Guice: Agile Lightweight Dependency Injection Framework will not only tell you “how,” it will also tell you “why” and “why not,” so that all the knowledge you gain will be as widely applicable as possible. Filled with examples and background information, this book is an invaluable addition to your knowledge of modern agile Java.

	Learn simple annotation–driven dependency injection, scoping and AOP, and why it all works the way it works. 
	Be the first to familiarize yourself with concepts that are likely to be included in a future Java EE or SE release (through JSR 299).
	Get things done without having to write any XML.


What you’ll learn

	Find out why dependency injection frameworks solve your problems, and how Guice fills that gap. 
	What Guice can do, can’t do and how to apply that knowledge.
	How Guice compares to popular alternatives like the Spring Framework.
	What the future has in store, including Guice IDE, the next Guice version and the standardization of Guice’s concepts through JSR 299.
	How you can build real–world, Guice–powered web applications using popular frameworks like Wicket or Struts 2.
	How to develop a full stack Guice/Struts 2/Hibernate application.
	What you can really do with modern Java.


Who is this book for? 

This book is for professional Java developers who are interested in dependency injection and modern Java coding practices, and who want to tackle complexity with a simple, powerful, and high–quality solution that powers one of Google’s highest profile applications: AdWords. This may be an alternative to Spring for many.

About the Author

Robbie Vanbrabant is an experienced Java developer based in Belgium. In his professional life, he advises companies how to design and implement their Java&nash;based solutions. Robbie has a broad interest in software that goes from platforms like Java and .NET to programming languages, API design, agile processes, and developer productivity. Following that interest, he recently discovered Google’s Guice, a lightweight, elegant, and purely Java–based dependency injection framework. Since then, he’s been one of the most active members in the Guice community and can often be found on the mailing list answering questions. To catch up with him online, you can visit his blog at http://garbagecollected.org.
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Advances in Physiological Computing (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2014

	This collection, ‘‘Advances in Physiological Computing,’’ constitutes the most

	significant milestone thus far on an idea track that stretches back through the

	vision posed by Allanson and Fairclough’s ‘‘A research agenda for physiological

	computing’’ (2004) and the body of work...

		

Java 2 Programmer Exam Cram (310-035)Que, 2003
This exam measures the ability to design, write, and understand programs written in language version 1.4 of the Java 2 Platform. The programmer's exam concentrates on the language basics. This book is not intended to teach new material. Instead it assumes that you have a solid foundation of knowledge but can use a refresher on important concepts...


		

LDAP Metadirectory Provisioning Methodology: a step by step method to implementing LDAP based metadirectory provisioningWriter's Showcase Press, 2003
This work provides system architects a methodology for the implementation of x.500 and LDAP based metadirectory provisioning systems. In addition this work assists in the business process analysis that accompanies any deployment. DOC Safe Harbor & European Commission’s Directive on Data Protection (Directive 95/46/EC) issues are also...





	

Introduction to Mobile Communications: Technology, Services, MarketsAuerbach Publications, 2007
The traditionally separate Fixed, Mobile, and Internet sectors are now converging into a single sector with implications for both technology and business. With so much happening, and so many options available, it is increasingly essential for telecommunication professionals to have a clear view of where the industry is heading. This book provides a...

		

Build Mobile Websites and Apps for Smart DevicesSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2011

	
		Build Mobile Websites and Apps for Smart Devices is a practical guide for front-end web designers and developers. You’ll discover a fun and fresh approach to mobile web design and development, with enormous scope for opportunity.

	
		Mobile web development is changing rapidly, with a greater emphasis...



		

The Plantiful Plate: Vegan Recipes from the Yommme KitchenCountryman Press, 2019

	
		80 vibrant, colorful recipes to mix and match

	
		Yum + Ommm = Yommme! Christine Wong, creator of yommme.com, has made it her mission to help others discover how delicious mindful eating can be. In The Plantiful Plate, she shows how easy it is to prepare hearty, satisfying vegan (and gluten-free)...
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